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A B S T R A C T   

We introduce a green and facile method to compatibilize hydrophobic polylactide (PLA) with hydrophilic cel-
lulose nanofibers (CNF) by using ionic liquid ([DBNH][OAc]) welding with a cosolvent system (gamma-valer-
olactone). Such welding affords strong (230 MPa tensile strength), flexible (13% elongation at break), 
transparent (>90%) and defect-free CNF/PLA films. The films are biodegradable in marine environments (70% 
degradation in 7 weeks), facilitating the otherwise slow PLA decomposition. Physical, chemical and structural 
features of the films before and after welding are compared and factored in the trends observed for degradation 
in seawater. The results point to the possibility of PLA-based films forming a co-continuous system with nano-
cellulose to achieve an improved performance. The role of film morphology, hydrophobicity, and crystallinity is 
discussed to add to the prospects for packaging materials that simultaneously display accelerated degradability in 
marine environments.   

1. Introduction 

Nanoscale building blocks (plate-like, fibrillar, or spherical) (Raquez 
et al., 2013) have long been considered as desirable components in 
composite materials to tailor their structural (porosity, surface area, and 
networking) and physical (e.g., density, permeability, strength, and 
thermal stability) properties and to endow given functions and uses (e. 
g., catalysis, antimicrobial, biodegradability, thermal/electrical con-
ductivity, among other) (Fernandes et al., 2013; Rhim et al., 2013). 
Two-dimensional structures comprising cellulose nanofibers (CNF) 
exploit the high axial aspect of the nanomaterial, its superior mechanical 
moduli, and biodegradability. CNF functions as nanoscale building 
block in nanocomposites, offering great potential in separation, pack-
aging, catalysis, energy harvesting, sensing, and actuation (Zhu et al., 
2016). 

Bio-based polymers, such as polylactic acid (PLA), have been intro-
duced to tackle the “white pollution” from fossil carbon. CNF-reinforced 
PLA has been of great interest in preparations that dominantly depends 

on the dispersion state of the CNF in the matrix. The latter has been 
tailored by melting (Clarkson et al., 2018; Sharif et al., 2019), 
thermo-kinetic mixing (Oguz et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019), or solution 
casting (Le Phuong et al. 2019; Muiruri et al, 2019). Unfortunately, the 
results so far indicate inefficient mixing and compatibilization. To 
address these challenges, nanocellulose chemical modification (Rol 
et al., 2019) or coupling with additives, such as amphiphilic molecules, 
including proteins (Ahn et al., 2018; Khakalo et al., 2018), surfactants 
(Kaldéus et al., 2019), and fatty acids (Soman et al., 2017) have been 
attempted with some success. Unfortunately, these approaches demand 
tedious, multistep processes that come with a cost (materials, and 
environmental risks). Moreover, gains in composite elongation, a 
desirable property for processing, generally develops with a trade-off 
compared to other properties, such as tensile strength (Meng et al., 
2018). Hence, there is still a need for cost-effective and facile methods to 
develop flexible and compatible CNF/PLA composites. 

Natural fiber welding allows the manipulation of inexpensive and 
renewable materials with limited disruption of their native structures 
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(Haverhals et al., 2010). For example, the outer regions of a fiber can be 
modified preferentially, while its core preserved in the native state 
(Durkin et al., 2016). Welding has been used to process silk (Brenckle 
et al., 2016), cotton (Haverhals et al, 2012a), cellulose microfibers 
(Yousefi et al., 2011), and CNF (Reyes et al., 2018). Typically, the 
welded materials have shown enhanced connectivity and high structural 
integrity, allowing good stress transfer through the continuous network 
of the reinforced matrix (Haverhals et al, 2012b). For this purpose, ionic 
liquids (ILs) have shown a reduced tendency to decompose the polymer 
matrix during processing; meanwhile, the presence of finely dispersed 
nanofillers promotes crystal formation in the composite (Gardella et al., 
2015). 

The degradation of PLA in soil has been addressed in a number of 
studies, some of which suggest that accelerated degradation can be 
achieved when PLA is combined with cellulose (Yang et al., 2015). The 
results point to the well-known fact that biodegradation occurs only 
under certain conditions depending on temperature, humidity, light, 
oxygen, and microorganisms availability, among others (Xu et al., 
2019). Unfortunately, few studies available on the degradation of PLA in 
aquatic environments indicate a very slow degradation rate (~280 days) 
(Urbanek et al., 2018). To comprehensively scrutinize “biodegradable 
polymers”, it is essential to understand the degradation tendency as well 
as products of degradation in “real” aquatic conditions. Likewise, the 
effect of additives needs to be considered in a life cycle assessment. 

Herein, we report a method to enhance the physical-mechanical 
properties of CNF/PLA composite films by a simple and green welding 
process using an IL ([DBNH][OAc]) with gamma-valerolactone (GVL) 
co-solvent to lower the cost and processability under mild conditions. 
The developed nanocomposites featured a layered structure in which 
PLA and CNF form a co-continuous system, where the fibrils act as 
reinforcing agent, with no evidence of phase separation. The results 
indicate a synergistic effect, whereby the composites show high tough-
ness and flexibility (24 MJ/m3, 13%). Importantly, the welding treat-
ment enhances the biodegradation in marine conditions. The role of film 
morphology, hydrophobicity, and crystallinity is discussed to add to the 
prospects for packaging materials. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Chemicals 

Bleached Kraft softwood pulp (BKP) was provided by a Finnish pulp 
mill. The BKP was microfluidized (Microfluidics M-110P™, Interna-
tional Corporation, USA) into cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) with an 

average diameter of 37 nm (see TEM image in Fig. S1). Commercial poly 
(lactic acid) (PLA) latex was provided by Miyoshi Oil& Fat Co., Ltd. 
(Japan), with a solid content of 40 wt% and an average particle size of 1 
µm. [DBNH][OAc] was kindly provided by Helsinki University. Gamma- 
valerolactone and acetone were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA). 
All chemicals were used as received. 

2.2. Preparation of CNF/PLA films 

CNF and PLA latex were each firstly diluted with Milli-Q water to 0.5 
wt% concentration. For this, the respective suspension was vigorously 
stirred and sonicated in an ice bath in tightly closed bottles. The CNF and 
PLA suspensions were then mixed (magnetic stirring, one day) at a 
weight ratio of 50:50. The mixture was next filtrated with a poly-
vinylidene fluoride filter membrane (Durapore GVWP14250, 142 mm 
diameter, 0.22 µm pore size) at 2.5 bar for 1 h. The obtained gel-like 
cake was wet-pressed between two blotting papers followed by hot- 
pressing in a Carver Laboratory press (18200-213, Freds, Carcer Inc. 
USA) at 80 ◦C, 1500 Pa, covered between two metallic substrates. After 
2 h, the films were dried and peeled off from the filter. The dried CNF/ 
PLA samples were cut into squares (3 × 3 cm2) and denoted as C/P. The 
obtained samples were stored at 23 ◦C, 50% RH until further use (see  
Fig. 1 for a schematic illustration of the procedure used). Note: A small 
amount of dispersing agent is expected in the PLA emulsion (data un-
known). Unfortunately, no details about the type and content are pro-
vided, given that this is a commercial product. That is probably part of 
their patents not open to the public. It is possible that during the several 
procedures applied, using water and solvent, the surfactant is removed 
from the composition but this is difficult to confirm, given the extremely 
high dilution. 

2.3. Fabrication of IL-welded films 

A series of tensile tests were conducted to investigate the different 
factors affecting the mechanical properties of CNF/PLA films welded by 
different ILs and co-solvent systems. The experiments suggested that the 
mechanical properties of CNF/PLA composite films can be tailored by 
controlling the IL type, co-solvent, and welding time. Except for the IL 
type used in this work, all the other solvents gave sub-optimal results 
(adhesive films, difficult to handle, poor properties). The best results 
were obtained with the reported IL and, to lower its cost, only 5% was 
used in the composition (with 95% GVL as co-solvent). Such system can 
be recycled and reused (data not shown based on double-solvent 
extraction combined with an anti-solvent precipitation process for a 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the procedure used for the synthesis of CNF/PLA films via welding with IL [DBNH][OAc] and a co-solvent, GVL (the obtained films 
are referred to as “C/P-D/G”). 
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maximum recovery rate of 98%). The IL choice was further based on a 
compromise between cost and superior properties, as shown in Fig. S2 
for films produced from different IL systems. Notably, C/P treated with 
IL for 1 h exhibited the highest elasticity and based on the results, GVL 
was chosen as cosolvent with [DBNH][OAc] at a ratio of 95/5 (wt%). We 
investigated different CNF/PLA ratios, 90:10, 70:30, and 50:50. The 
latter composition was used since it produced the least phase separation 
and shrinkage. CNF/PLA films were immersed in the liquid IL system 
([DBNH][OAc]/GVL) and turned over after 1 min (for a total time of 
2 min to complete the process). Thereafter, the respective wet CNF/PLA 
film was allowed to weld by placing it on a glass Petri dish during given 
time (1 min, 1 h, and 5 h under ambient conditions). The impregnated 
samples were then washed with acetone to remove residual IL and 
transferred to distilled water. Then, the films were dried at 80 ◦C with a 
Carver Laboratory press (under a low loading, 1500 Pa). The [DBNH] 
[OAc]/GVL welded CNF/PLA film is thereafter denoted as “C/P-D/G” 
(see Fig. 1). All prepared samples were stored at 23 ◦C, 50% RH until 
further use. 

2.4. Characterization 

The thickness (μm) of the films was measured using a micrometer at 
six random positions and the average value is reported. The porosity was 
calculated based on density determinations. Scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM, Zeiss Sigma VP) was used to image the surface and the 
cross-sectional morphologies of the films. Fractured film samples were 
obtained from the uniaxial tension for tensile properties, sputtered with 
a 3 nm platinum film (Emitech K100X) and imaged at 1 − 3 kV accel-
eration voltage. X-ray diffraction Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer (XRD, 
Rigaku, Smartlab, Japan) was used to investigate the crystalline patterns 
and crystal index of PLA and CNF. Transmittance spectra of the films 
were recorded in the UV−visible range with PerkinElmer Lambda 950 
UV/vis/NIR absorption spectrophotometer. The water contact angle 
(WCA) was determined using a Theta Flex optical tensiometer from 
Biolin Scientific at a RH of 50% and 23 ◦C, each contact angle was taken 
at 60 s, and the average value of at least three measurements is pre-
sented. Water absorption of the films was determined by placing circular 
film (4 cm diameter) into Petri dishes with deionized water and calcu-
lated based on the change in weight before and after 30 min immersion. 
The tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and elongation at break of the 
film samples were obtained with an Instron 4204 universal testing ma-
chine, with a gauge length at 10 mm, a 100 N loading cell, and a 
crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. Dynamical mechanical analyses (DMA) 
were carried out in creep/relaxation mode using the Q800 instrument 
(TA Instruments, USA). For this, the films were cut into strips with a 
width of 5.3 mm and tested by applying multiple 10 MPa stress/no-load 
cycles at different levels of relative humidity (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 
90% RH) and a constant temperature of 30 ◦C. Degradation tests were 
conducted by immersing the film samples (1.2 × 1.2 cm2) in 3 ml ma-
rine water (collected in the bay, Gulf of Finland) in vials carrying caps 
with holes to facilitate oxygen exchange with the environment. All 
samples were stored for over a month in a chamber at constant tem-
perature (25 ◦C) and under controlled fluorescent illumination (16-h on 
and 8-h off during per day). The medium was replaced every two weeks. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Film morphology 

Pursuing our interest in degradable CNF/PLA composite films with 
superior mechanical performance, we firstly tested a series of IL-welded 
C/P films considering factors involving (1) IL type ([N4444][OAc]-TBAA, 
[DBNH][OAc]-DB, [mTBNH][OAc]-TB, and [EMIM][OAc]-EMIM); (2) 
co-solvent (GVL, and DMSO) and (3) welding time (1 min, 1 h, and 5 h). 
The welded C/P samples were prepared in light of the above factors and 
taken into consideration the stress-strain profiles (Fig. S2). A 

combination of [DBNH][OAc] and GVL yielded the best results; mean-
while, this IL system presented a low viscosity to enable easy washing 
and recycling. The film thicknesses, density and porosity of the com-
posite films are summarized in Table S1. The thickness of C/P was 
24 ± 0.3 µm. IL welding led to a reduction in thickness, from 
22 ± 0.1 µm (C/P-D/G 1 min) to 19 µm (C/P-D/G 5 h), with a corre-
sponding increase in density after 5 h welding, from 1.25 g/cm3 to 
1.32 g/cm3. The porosity, determined as the ratio of the void space to 
the total volume of the film, decreased with welding time (13% and 
~9%, before and after 1 h, respectively). 

SEM analysis of the surface and cross-section of both C/P and C/P-D/ 
G samples were performed. As shown in Fig. 2a, the non-welded C/P 
film (produced with CNF and PLA latex) presented phase separation. 
PLA latex (shown in circles in Fig. 2) and overlaid CNF aggregates were 
observed (plane view). Vertically aligned fibers and micro-sized parti-
cles can be seen in the cross-section (Fig. S3a). After 1 min welding 
treatment with [DBNH][OAc]/GVL, the original rough surface of C/P 
film became smoother (Fig. 2b) and aggregation size was reduced. 
Straight cracks were observed in cross-sections (Fig. S3b), indicating the 
IL welding effect. Notably, the C/P-D/G (1 h) sample showed a more 
continuous and relatively homogeneous surface (Fig. 2c), which is likely 
due to partial CNF dissolution under the longer welding time. As a result, 
the dissolved CNF filled the space between CNF bundles and PLA par-
ticles, in stacked layers, forming a better dispersion. A lamellar structure 
was produced but with an increased characteristic width. Further 
extending the welding time to 5 h resulted in a smoother surface, with a 
structure reminiscent of that observed for CNF nanopapers. A physically 
entangled CNF network was apparent in the high-magnification image 
(Fig. 2d). Moreover, compared to the un-welded C/P film, Fig. 2a, much 
less CNF aggregation was observed, suggesting a better dispersion of 
CNF upon welding. The results correlate with the cellulose-dissolving 
ability of IL, used here as an efficient agent for the dispersion of nano-
fibers from bundled structures. Welding influenced the individual 
nanofiber density, distribution, and diameter on the surface. These re-
sults confirm the change in porosity and density of the composite films. 

3.2. Structural properties 

XRD profiles of the C/P and C/P-D/G samples indicated the changes 
in crystallinity for different welding times (Fig. 3a). The two overlapped 
peaks at 2θ = 14.0–17.8◦ and the diffraction peak at 2θ = 22.5◦ corre-
spond to the (101), (101), and (200) crystal planes of cellulose I crys-
talline structure, respectively (Min et al., 2020). The peaks at 19.1◦ and 
16.5◦ correspond to the α crystallites and amorphous PLA (Li and Qiu, 
2019). After IL welding, the diffraction peaks did not show any apparent 
shift, suggesting the absence of significant changes in the crystals. The 
intensity changes of cellulose planes confirmed partial dissolution of 
CNF during welding and the crystallinity index (CI) decreased from 70% 
(C/P) to 66% (C/P-D/G 1 min). After 1-h and 5-h welding CI values were 
72% and 63%, respectively. The slight CI increase of C/P-D/G 1 h is 
likely due to an effect similar to that of defibrillation of wood fibers into 
CNF: 1 min is insufficient for dissolution of non-ordered cellulose, while 
an excessive time (5 h) produces extensive dissolution. An intermediate 
time, 1 h, gives a balance as far as exposing the crystalline cellulose. The 
total weight loss of C/P composite film upon welding supports the ob-
servations; the sample with the highest CI lost up to 11% of its initial 
weight due to dissolution in the IL. Further, as shown from deconvolu-
tion of the XRD patterns (Fig. S4), compared to C/P, the full width at 
half-maximum (FWHM), 2θ = 16.5◦, of the composite films became 
smaller. The C/P-D/G samples showed a lower FWHM value than that of 
C/P; accordingly, following the Scherrer formula, there is an increased 
generation of bigger PLA crystals in the composite films (Patterson, 
1939; Yu et al., 2017), which may further lead to a lower impact resis-
tance. This result is supported by Park and Xanthos (2009) who found 
that shorter chains of PLA are more susceptible to crystallize due to 
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Fig. 2. SEM images of fractured film surfaces at 10,000× magnification (insets correspond to 1000× magnification): (a) C/P; (b) C/P-D/G 1 min; (c) C/P-D/G 1 h; 
(d) C/P-D/G 5 h. 

Fig. 3. (a) XRD patterns, (b) water contact angle and water absorption, and (c) stress-strain profiles (the standard deviation is shown as highlighted areas around the 
different profiles) for composite films (C/P, C/P-D/G 1 min, C/P-D/G 1 h, and C/P-D/G 5 h). (d) Creep compliance and strain in multiple creep-recovery cycles (the 
scattered lines refer to compliance and line +symbol refer to strain) at 10–90% RH (30 ◦C) of the films (C/P, C/P-D/G 1 h). 
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IL-induced mobility. 

3.3. Optical properties 

The light transmittance profiles of the nanocomposite films are 
shown in Fig. S5a, and indicate agreement with the conclusions derived 
from the SEM images of the fractured surfaces. The C/P-D/G films 
presented only a slightly lower transparency (about 2% lower) 
compared to the unwelded film. The light transmittance of the C/P-D/G 
films was higher than that of polyethylene (PE, <88.6%) (Lin et al., 
2019), polyethylene terephthalate (PET, <90.2%) (Zhang et al., 2019), 
and the corresponding isotropic film (90.5%) (Wang et al., 2016), as 
well as the anisotropic cellulose films (87.3%) (Ye et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 
2017). 

IL welding increased the interconnection between CNF and the PLA 
latex and formed a layered but loose structure. The large and initially 
aggregated cellulose fibrils formed a randomly intertwined network 
partially filled by PLA latex, via a co-continuous and well-dispersed 
surface; as a result, the refractive index variation and scattering at the 
interfaces were minimized, which led to nanocomposites of high optical 
transparency (transmittance >90%). The 1-min IL welded CNF/PLA film 
exhibited a 10% haze increase compared to the neat C/P film (~15%, 
Fig. S5b). The haze of the resultant D/G-treated 1 h C/P was doubled 
than that of native C/P (~30%). The slight increase in haze is explained 
by the randomly intertwined CNF network and the IL-induced mobility 
of PLA latex during the fabrication of the composite enhancing light 
scattering. 

3.4. Water interactions 

The interactions with water were evaluated by measuring the water 
contact angle (CA). The composite films after IL welding had a higher CA 
than the C/P sample: it increased from 30◦ for the neat C/P to 48◦ for 
films after 1-h welding and 56◦ with 5-h welding (Fig. 3b). Generally, 
PLA films have a CA in the range 70–80◦ (Gordobil et al., 2015; Jam-
shidian et al., 2012), while CNF films have a CA of 30–60◦ (Deng et al., 
2017; Spence et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2016). C/P had the roughest sur-
face (SEM) that may cause CA variations while the semi-crystalline 
cellulose with its surface hydroxyls and structural heterogeneity 
(Rodionova et al., 2012) enhances the hydrophilicity. 

Moisture absorption was evaluated by immersing the films into 
water until reaching equilibrium, over a time period of 600 s. A denser 
structure, with fewer pores makes it easy for water to be retained, by as 
much as ~55% for CNF/PLA films. After welding, water absorption was 
decreased by more than 30% over 60 min (Fig. 3b). The significantly 
decreased water absorption of IL-welded films is related to (1) changes 
in porosity, e.g., caused by the increased interconnection of CNF and 
PLA by IL, especially the void-filling effects of PLA (Table S1). (2) Sur-
face hydrophobicity since the C/P-D/G welding for up to 5 h showed a 
higher water absorption after dissolution of CNF. The enhanced mois-
ture sensitivity of the composite films indicated that the chemical in-
teractions between PLA and CNF and the nanostructure containing well- 
dispersed PLA latex in a moisture-sensitive matrix made the films stable 
in humid environments. 

Fig. 3c shows the stress–strain curves of CNF and C/P films as well as 
the corresponding welded films. The neat CNF film has a tensile strength 
of 188 MPa, a fracture strain of 2.9%, a toughness of 2.8 MJ/m3, and a 
Young’s modulus of 7.1 GPa. The results indicate a stiff and brittle 
material. In contrast, PLA is a soft and ductile material. Our results 
indicate that treatment for 1 min produced a fall in tensile strength, 
toughness, and Young’s modulus (95 MPa, 1.8 MJ/m3, and 3.2 GPa, 
respectively). In contrast, the fracture strain increased to 4%. Signifi-
cantly, the best mechanical performance was achieved by the C/P-D/G 
composite film subjected to 1 h welding time: the corresponding ten-
sile strength, fracture strain, toughness, and Young’s modulus are 
231.3 MPa, 12.9%, 23.8 MJ/m3, and 5.4 GPa. 

The experimental results show that a short IL treatment time effec-
tively enhances the mechanical properties of the CNF/PLA composite 
film. First, the substantial increase in strength of C/P-D/G relates to the 
adhesion properties of the IL, as it has been reported to be strong and 
effective solvent for weakening cellulose interfibrillar hydrogen bonding 
as well as partial dissolution, forming a co-continuous system (dissolved 
cellulose and CNF) (Tripathi et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 
2017). Upon observing the surface of the films (SEM in Fig. 2a), the 
dissolved cellulose is shown to connect the smaller-sized CNF with PLA 
particles. Thus, upon welding, dissolved cellulose, CNF, and PLA latex 
form a co-continuous system where CNF/PLA becomes better integrated 
while presenting more limited phase separation, leading to an increased 
area for stress transfer. 

3.5. Creep/recovery cycles 

Packaging materials in practical use suffer from moisture and me-
chanical stress during their lifetime and disposal. To investigate the 
synergistic effect of moisture and load, creep/recovery cycles of IL- 
welded CNF/PLA films under different humidity were examined 
(Figs. 3d and S6). The results point to the fact that the deformation of 
composite films remained fairly unchanged until reaching a RH of 70%. 
Obviously, the deformation of the IL-welded sample was significantly 
higher than that of the C/P, and the difference became even more pro-
nounced with increased RH. A sharp increase of creep and reduced 
ability to recover the original strain were observed at high humidity. For 
instance, the welding effect increased the creep compliance and strain 
(from 220 to 260 µm2/N and from 17% to 26%) at 70% RH. Moreover, at 
90% RH, the aforementioned properties further increased by ~60% 
(from 825 to 1322 µm2/N and from 8% to 13%). It is generally accepted 
that cellulose can undergo water-induced plasticization and a high 
moisture content leads to accelerated degradation of cellulose products, 
on the basis of static physical tests (Olsson et al., 2007). Here, the more 
pronounced creep from IL-welded samples not only correlated with the 
presence of CNF but possibly, the better dispersion and stronger in-
teractions between the PLA and CNF, resulting in a composite that is 
more resistant to failure. The state of dispersion of the dispersed phase 
and its interfacial interaction with the matrix or continuous phase is the 
initial mechanism for tensile failure in the composite’s structure (Adri-
ana et al., 2013; Gamstedt et al., 2011; Khakalo et al., 2018). Herein, we 
demonstrate that IL-welding can be utilized to enhance the 
molecular-level dispersion of CNF in PLA. 

3.6. Degradation 

The degradation of the composite films in seawater was assessed 
under controlled conditions (25 ◦C, fixed humidity, and illumination 
time). Compared to the C/P and pure PLA samples, The D/G-C/P 1 h 
film showed the highest degradation rate (≈70%, after 7 weeks) 
(Fig. 4a). The film degradation profile showed a slow initial rate 
(0.11 wt% per day) followed by an increased degradation rate with time 
(≈0.2 wt% per day). Although it has been reported that films made from 
PLA latex show a relatively better degradability in aquatic environments 
compared to commercial polylactic acid (Ingeo™ manufactured by 
NatureWorks) (Lee et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2014; Pinto et al., 2015), 
the pure PLA used in this study only degraded by about 15% after 1 
month. 

The SEM images of Fig. 4c further illustrate the changes in the sur-
face of the D/G-C/P films during the degradation process (monitored for 
7 weeks). Before degradation, the original films had a smooth surface 
and a solid compact interior (Figs. 4c, w1). The surface became 
increasingly rougher with time of immersion in seawater, suggesting 
that degradation started from surface erosion (Lucas et al., 2008). After 
≈70% degradation, both the surface and the bulk material clearly 
collapsed, and perforated structures were observed (Fig. 4c, w7). 

Three important degradation molecular mechanisms impact the 
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physical and thermal properties of plastics in the ocean: surface energy, 
abiotic hydrolysis, and photodegradation (Ter Halle et al., 2017). The 
addition of hydrophilic cellulose to PLA improved the hydrophilicity of 
the composite film, which facilitates the penetration of seawater, lead-
ing to fragmentation into smaller pieces (biodeterioration, Fig. 4b). 
Moreover, the incorporation of “weak links” such as cellulose in the 
polymer, accelerates abiotic hydrolysis. Compared to densely-bound, 
semi-crystalline PLA and CNF, the porous and loose structure of 
IL-welded CNF/PLA films are more susceptible to hydrolysis or degra-
dation. The loosened structure of cellulose subjected to IL treatment, 
breaking the intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds between cellu-
lose chains, is another factor that increases the degradation rate of 
C/P-D/G. Thus, welded films require less energy for microorganisms and 
enzymes to catalyze the depolymerization. The proliferation and growth 
of microorganisms, bacteria, and fungi from the water on the composite 
films may further accelerate the bioassimiliation of the films and even 
mineralize them completely (Haider et al., 2019). Although we did not 
account factors associated with the marine conditions (e.g., salinity, 
depth in the ocean and mechanical forces), the controlled experiments 
served as a basis to elucidate the influence of hydrolysis from biodeg-
radation and photoinitiated C–H bond oxidation. 

For polymers such as PLA, biodegradation is considered to consist of 
a sequential mechanism in which the first step is the hydrolysis, which 
reduces the molecular weight, and is followed by hydrolytic degrada-
tion, converting long polymer chains into shorter, water-soluble frag-
ments that become soluble in water (Pantani and Sorrentino, 2013; 

Zhang et al., 2008). The IL induces changes in the crystallinity of the 
CNF/PLA composite and introduces a plasticizing effect on PLA. Taken 
together, it is reasonable to expect that IL welding, not only accelerates 
the degradation rate of PLA but prevents the polycondensation of 
shorter PLA into nanoparticles, because of increased water-solubility. 

4. Conclusions 

Highly stretchable and biodegradable CNF/PLA films were intro-
duced taking advantage of the unique defibrillation ability of IL and the 
formation of a co-continuous system that involved partially dissolved 
cellulose, hydrophilic nanofibers and hydrophobic polymers. In partic-
ular, IL welding contributed significantly to the biodegradation of PLA/ 
CNF composites in a marine water system by altering the porosity, hy-
drophobicity, and crystallinity, accelerating biotic and abiotic degra-
dation. Meanwhile, the mechanical properties of the welded films 
increased dramatically (1 h welding), achieving a tensile strength, strain 
and Young’s modulus of 230 MPa, 13% and 5.4 GPa, respectively. 
Hence, we offer a facile approach to fabricate a bioplastic (CNF/PLA) 
that is stronger and more biodegradable than the untreated material. 
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